Design, manufacture, and fatigue analysis of lightweight hip implants.
This study aims to design, analyze and manufacture lightweight hip implants which have sufficient fatigue performance to enable use in total hip arthroplasty (THA). The lattice structure was applied on an implant geometry, which is frequently used in THA, to provide a reduction in mass and increase flexibility. The implant surfaces were roughened using semispherical pores to improve the osseointegration. The specimens were manufactured by means of direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) and fatigue tests were performed according to ISO 7206-4:2010. Moreover, fatigue analyses of the designed implants were numerically carried out using the finite element method. The applied lattice structure on implant geometry leads to 15-17% reduction in the masses of implants compared to a solid one. It has also been determined that the lightweight implants show more flexible behavior with increasing pore diameter used on the implant surfaces while keeping the lattice structure geometry constant. The fatigue test and finite element analysis (FEA) results are in reasonable agreement. In addition, additively manufactured solid implants have exhibited similar fatigue performance with one produced by conventional methods. This paper presents design, analysis, manufacturing and fatigue test processes of lightweight hip implants. The lattice structure and the semispherical pores were applied on a reference implant geometry and they were manufactured by DMLS. The fatigue tests and FEA were performed to evaluate newly designed implant performance. All the implants successfully completed the fatigue tests without any damage.